
Last night the City of Burlington failed to protect me from  members of the  Brian 
Dubie Republican campaign, thus I want full protection from this time onwards.  These 
persons engaged in mob like behavior, disrupting the peaceful flow of foot traffic to and fro  
before the Doubletree hotel, where an AARP political debate was held.  Their behavior 
bordered on riotous, it appears Brian Dubie is responsible for inciting these 40 or some 
odd individuals to disrupt the peace, and it further appears as a purposeful method to 
intimidate others whom he percieves as opposition.  Nearly 40 odd persons stood behind 
4x8 panels, or billboards bearing Brian Dubieʼs name, and, while chanting and yelling 
moved those panels, sweeping me before them.  They blocked all exit to the North on the 
pavement at the entrance to the Doubletree hotel. Next I was surrounded when an 
individual, a strong husky man of perhaps 25 or 27 years of age, with a dark complexion 
used his larger stronger body to shove my own aside in full deliberate intent to knock me off 
balance . All the while the mob chanted and shouted and, on top of this din, a bag pipe 
player added to the commotion, creating an atmosphere of fear on my part for the 
complete disregard for my personal right to engage in activities in a quiet peaceful way  as a 
civil and honorable member of society  

At that moment I considered his body block/slam as assault and i did what i could to 
tell him this but the commotion and din along with the fact that he showed aggression, not 
concern for me made this unsuccessful.  When Brian Dubie appeared I also appealed to 
him with the same , but  he , though he clearly saw that I was attempting to communicate a 
matter of serious personal concern, chose to plow through my space without attention to me 
other than to angrily name me by my first name. 
    I next appealed to the firefighters and to the policeman, who appeared  completely  
unconcerned at the level of mayhem that the Republican Brian Dubie  was inciting for the 
purpose of others, myself namely.  I noticed others who were feeling intimidated, but I 
speak for myself , in saying that it was impossible to feel peaceful with the desire of the 
members of the Brain Dubie Republican team determined to display their superiority in 
might through verbal intimidation and physical   intimidation with huge panels.  
  The panels he has manifested are roughly 4x8 and in complete disregard of 
Vermont'sʼ billboard law, as well, the law appears to allow for the regular lawn size 
temporary signs during political campaigns and appears to prevent anything larger.  VtT 



statutes states that 150 square feet or 3x5 feet ,  is the legal size limit for fixed single 
business signs. 
 The manner in which these young people of greater strength than I, stand behind 
these illegally large panel's or billboards and acted in concert to shove me is unpeaceful, 
disorderly,  and dangerous to my person, and I want to be protected from any further 
displays of might and intimidation  from the Republican Brian Dubie and his entourage.

It is my duty and responsibility to serve the people of  peace in Vermont, being a 
lawful candidate on the ballot and entitled to criticize standing government  by virtue of my 
candidacy.  I am to be afforded full protection for the peaceful engagement of my mission, 
free of intimidation, bodily harm or threat of bodily harm such as a football-style block, or 
body-slam that the individual working for Brain Dubie is clearly capable and ready to deliver 
and in fact , chose to deliver  to my own physically weaker person last night in front of the 
Double tree hotel, close to 7 pm. 
   I want Brian Dubie to remove all billboard signs,of the dimensions larger than the small 
political sign allowable by Vermont law  from Vermont , he must have none as large as a 
billboard 4x8 made or displayed anywhere in Vermont. I want the Authority to charge Brian 
Dubie and all individuals who display these signs inappropriately to be charged with 
removing them now.  I want  the Authority to protect me as I enter these public debates for 
the purpose of delivering criticism of our standing government, as is my duty and  as well 
the clear legal expectation of me, as witnessed by my placement on the ballot for the 
ensuing election by more than 500 vermont citizens, they expect me to .   I want full police 
protection as I assert my right and duty to speak at  any gathering of the public  interested in 
assessing the qualities of leadership available in the field of candidates for Governor.  I want 
the city of South Burlington to protect me and the State of Vermont to protect me as I 
challenge the right  of forums, debates and the like to prevent the aid that my service to the 
people of Vermont represents. 

It is my responsibility to speak up against tyranny and taxation with the methods of 
civil and peaceful communication  I command.  It is the duty and responsibility of my 
government to protect me to the fullest as I utilize that right for the benefit of the People of 
Vermont. I charge the Democratic and Republican Political parties with colluding and 
conspiring with hosts of debates and forums to engage in systematic prevention of aid to 



the people of Vermont. I charge Brian Dubie with inciting disorderly conduct of a mob, and 
disturbance of my personal peace, and with encouraging disorderly and dangerous conduct 
of a mob, and willfully violating the Vermont State statutes Billboard law, and using those 
same billboards to intimidate and harrass me. 

I charge the Rasmussen polling entity with conspiring with the above named parties 
to prevent the appearance of my name, lawfully placed on the ballot by the power of over 
500 Vermont citizens,  from appearing in the polls conducted to conclude the inclusion of 
candidates in the above named debates, forums and appearnces. 

I want openness and fairness in the elections as a matter of law,  and that money 
itself is not freedom of speech, which I will demonstrate by the absence of money in the 
process of my application for the job of Governor of Vermont. Where the power of money 
is used to intimidate and brainwash the electorate and used to exclude intellectual material of 
substantive value as it has thus far in this 2010 process,  I charge in those cases the power 
of money has been abused, and I want full protection from its further abuse from this 
moment on,   which is September 27 of 2010,  less the results of the pending election be 
suspect to fraudulent manipulation in the manner described, and I proactively challenge 
them unless steps are taken by Authority to protect me in the utility of my speech.   I have 
the need for full protection by Authority from the abuse or threat of harm of all kinds as I 
deliver leadership to the people of Vermont. Please take your authority and protect the 
peace I describe herein, serve the principles of our constitution that have been violated by 
the person and persons, and entities I have named or described herein and further use your 
Authority to ensure my safety in the ongoing movement.

This movement can be described as the unification of our People for economic 
abundance, and peaceful adjustment of a broken, unjust political system. 
 I am grateful for your service and I thank you for it, returning  my own service to you 
daily.. 


